
07 - Shooting Machine



Teaching Objectives：
1. Review the usages of touch sensors and infrared sensors;

2. Learn the “if repeat” module;

3. Learn to write parallel programs and achieve timing interrupt function.

Teaching difficulties：
 1. Distinguish between“if repeat”module and“if”module;

“if repeat”module: continuously run commands inside the module 

until the condition is not met;

“if”module：if certain condition is met, execute the command inside 

the module, and then run the consequent commands outside the 

module directly.

2. Learn to write parallel programs and timing interrupt function.
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Basic Teaching Information

Teaching facility AI Module 1s Project-based learning 90 minutesTeaching mode Class duration
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Focus
Shooting machine is one of the hot games in the video game market. 

It is a game machine designed to separate the shooting movements 

in basketball sports. Players quickly throw balls into the basket. When 

the time is over, stop providing balls to the player. At this point, the 

number of shot balls is calculated to get the result of the game.

Exploration
We need to design a shooting machine.

1. First, how to determine if a ball is counted as in?

We can use the infrared sensor, install infrared sensor under the 

basket to tell whether the basketball is in or not.

2. Use the touch sensor as time reset control for the shooting 

machine.
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Creation
1. Use general chassis as the base of shooting machine;

2. Use 110 beams to build the peripheral structure of shooting machine;

3. Install an infrared sensor under the basket to determine whether the 

basketball is in or not;

4. Install touch sensor for start-stop control switch;

5. Controller.

Programming
In this lesson, we will learn the complex programming logic and use 

touch control in parallel program module. When the touch sensor is 

pressed, the timer reset to zero and makes a sound to start the 

timing. Parallel program and main program run at the same time.

Use the “if repeat” module to limit the timer to be less than 30 

seconds. When the timer is less than 30 seconds, the infrared sensor 

continues to detect whether a ball is approaching. If the infrared 

sensor detects that the ball is in, make a sound to tell that one ball 

has scored. 

When the timer time is more than 30 seconds, the game ends. Break 

“if repeat” module and  play the music, wait for the touch sensor to 

be pressed and the timer returns to zero.
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Evaluation
Q：Which sensor was used to reset the timer? The parallel program and main 

program are running (               )

A: Touch sensor was used to reset the timer. The parallel program and the 

main program are running at the same time.

Show
Display the shooting machine.

Key point 1: Explain how the parallel programs work and the timing 

function.

Key point 2: Explain the programming logic. Explain the actuator 

control mode, motor delay control mode and timing function realiza-

tion.
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